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Direct solar-to-fuels conversion can be achieved by coupling a photovoltaic device with water-splitting catalysts. We demonstrate that a solar-to-fuels efficiency (SFE) > 10% can be achieved with nonprecious, low-cost, and commercially ready materials. We present a systems design of a modular photovoltaic (PV)–electrochemical device comprising a crystalline silicon PV minisubmodule and low-cost hydrogen-evolution reaction and oxygen-evolution reaction catalysts, without power electronics. This approach allows for facile optimization en route to addressing lower-cost devices relying on crystalline silicon at high SFEs for direct solar-to-fuels conversion.

Distributed and grid-scale adoption of nondispatchable, intermittent, renewable-energy sources requires new technologies that simultaneously address energy conversion and storage challenges (1, 2). Coupling photovoltaics to drive catalytic fuel-forming reaction, such as water splitting to generate H2, allows for direct solar-to-fuels conversion. The solar-generated H2 can effectively be harnessed to electricity by fuel cell devices (3, 4) or converted to liquid fuels upon its combination with CO or CO2 (5–7). For this technology to be effectively implemented, a solar-to-fuels conversion efficiency (SFE) of 10% or higher is desirable (8, 9).

Direct photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting by a single absorber material has attracted a vast amount of attention (10, 11), and recent progress indicates improvements in the field (12, 13); but after decades of research, direct PEC faces three challenges to increase conversion efficiency: (i) Direct absorber band alignment is required to provide carriers with appropriate potential to both half reactions. Although such an alignment is difficult to achieve in a single material initially, any change in band alignment due to changing surface conditions can result in further efficiency degradation. This makes it challenging to design devices that maintain robust, high efficiencies in actual operation. (ii) The wide absorber bandgap (>1.23 eV; typically >1.6 eV) needed to drive the water-splitting reaction is not optimized for the solar spectrum, which results in a maximum SFE of only 7% (14–16). (iii) The absorbers are poor catalysts, and they are incapable of efficiently performing the four proton-coupled electron transfer chemistry (17–22) that is needed for water splitting.

These deficiencies can be overcome by substituting a PEC device with a buried-junction photovoltaic (PV) device and an electrochemical catalyst (EC) system, forming a PV–EC tandem (23–27). In a buried-junction device, the electric field is generated at an internal junction within the semiconductor and is then coupled with water-splitting catalysts through ohmic contacts, which can either be conductive coatings directly deposited onto the PV or connected through wires to the electrodes. The buried junction relaxes the constraints imposed by a PEC device because it separates light absorption from catalysis, and does not require that the absorber be stable in aqueous electrolytes in which the pH regime for the absorber and best water-splitting catalyst may not be compatible. However, PV–EC devices have been viewed historically as too expensive to be economically viable, primarily because of the use of noble-metal water-splitting catalysts and expensive and/or low-efficiency PV devices. Indeed, the solar splitting of water by nonprecious materials and under simple conditions has long been identified to be a “holy grail” of solar energy conversion (28). We have pursued this goal by using a buried-junction device coated with transparent conducting oxides, overlaid with self-healing catalysts that self-assemble upon oxidation of Co2+ (29–36), Ni2+ (37–39), and Mn2+ (40, 41) ions in phosphate or borate electrolytes. These catalysts have shown great fidelity for interfacing with a variety of buried junctions (42–46) to deliver what is more commonly known as the artificial leaf (47). This approach is generally being adopted by others (48, 49).

Efficiencies are predicted to be as high as 18% for PV–EC devices comprising series-connected single-junction PV devices and higher for multijunction PV devices (14–16). Of significant consequence to the design of PV–EC devices is the quickly changing landscape of silicon as a PV material. In the past 7 y, the price of crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cells has decreased by 86%, and the price of PV modules has dropped 77%. In the meantime, average commercial c-Si solar-cell efficiencies have increased to 17.5% for multicrystalline silicon and 19.5% for monocrystalline silicon (50, 51). We now report an approach that leverages c-Si solar cells and our nonprecious metal catalysts to furnish a solar-to-fuels device with an efficiency of 10%. Because a single c-Si solar cell is unable to provide enough voltage to drive the water-splitting reaction, we use multiple single-junction solar cells series connected into minimodules. Although this approach does not result in a monolithic structure in which catalysts are directly deposited on the PV device in a buried-junction configuration (e.g., an artificial leaf), the equivalent circuit for both constructs is identical (52). This approach allows for modular independent optimization, after which the components could be integrated into a monolithic design. Our device bears resemblance to recently reported copper indium gallium diselenide-based devices (53), but incorporates low-cost and nonprecious crystalline silicon solar cells and oxygen-evolution and hydrogen-evolution catalysts.

Significance

For solar water splitting to be an economically viable resource, a 10% or higher solar-to-fuel conversion efficiency is required. Silicon photovoltaics (PV) are particularly attractive because silicon absorbs most of the solar spectrum, is nonprecious, and PV devices have dropped in price dramatically within the last decade. We demonstrate that by coupling a buried-junction silicon PV module with water-splitting catalysts, a 10% solar-to-fuels efficiency is achieved using all nonprecious and technology-ready materials.
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Results and Discussion

Fig. 1A shows a schematic of the coupled PV–EC device using a c-Si PV module, NiB as the oxygen-evolution catalyst (OEC) and NiMoZn as the hydrogen-evolution catalyst (HER). By connecting the OEC to the p-type terminal and the HER to the n-type terminal of the PV module, the voltage and current of the PV–EC system are constrained to be equal (Fig. 1B). This is true regardless of the mode for implementation (i.e., through wires or by directly depositing catalyst films on PV materials).

Because the PV–EC modular configuration allows independent optimization of the PV component and the electrochemical components, the operating point for a PV–EC device can be illustrated graphically as the intersection point of the independently measured J–V curves for the PV and EC for water splitting. The point of intersection gives the operation current density, \( J_{\text{OP}} \), which is related to an SFE by multiplying by the thermodynamic potential for water splitting (1.23 V) and the Faradaic efficiency, \( \eta_{\text{Far}} \).

\[
\text{SFE} = \frac{(1.23\text{V}) \cdot J_{\text{OP}} \cdot \eta_{\text{Far}}}{P_{\text{stat}}\text{(mW cm}^{-2}\text{)}}.
\]  

The actual voltage required to drive the EC reaction is greater than the useful potential stored in the fuel (1.23 V), and is given by:

\[
V_{\text{EC}} = 1.23\text{V} + \eta_{\text{OER}} + \eta_{\text{HER}} + \eta_R,
\]  

where 1.23 V is the thermodynamic potential for water splitting, \( \eta_{\text{OER}} \) and \( \eta_{\text{HER}} \) are the overpotentials required for both half reactions (given by the Tafel behavior of the OER and HER catalysts), and \( \eta_R \) represents any additional resistive losses, such as contact resistance, resistance through electrodes, and solution resistance.

For maximum SFE, the intersection of the PV and EC current-voltage (J–V) curves occurs at a voltage equal to or greater than the voltage required for water splitting (Eq. 2), but below the voltage at the maximum-power point of the PV module, \( V_{\text{MP}} \). This latter point is supported by Eq. 1, whereby the efficiency is proportional to \( J_{\text{OP}} \), which is maximized at voltages below \( V_{\text{MP}} \), as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1C shows the J–V curve for minimodules constructed from either three or four single-junction c-Si solar cells connected in series. When connecting the cells in series, the voltages are additive, and the current density decreases as 1/area (see SI Appendix, Table S1 for PV-module characteristics). We note that the overall PV efficiency is maintained upon connecting N cells in series because the module voltage will be \( N \) times larger than an individual cell, and the current density will be \( 1/N \) that of an individual cell.

Considering a PV–EC device based on commercially available single-junction Si solar cells and literature values for the previously reported Tafel behavior of the catalysts used herein (38, 44), equivalent-circuit modeling predicts a 10% or higher SFE can be achieved using three single-junction c-Si devices series connected in a minimodule with a PV efficiency of 15% or higher (red dashed curve in Fig. 1C). However, this is only the case if all resistive losses are negligible; if resistive losses are present, the operating point can occur to the right of \( V_{\text{MP}} \), reducing \( J_{\text{OP}} \) and SFE. Modeling indicates that using a four-cell c-Si module overcomes the impact of resistive losses on SFE (52).

To test these predictions, the steady-state current-voltage characteristics of the NiB anode and NiMoZn cathode were measured in a two-electrode setup in KBr buffer at pH 9.2. The intersection at which the overlaid current-voltage characteristics of the half-reactions with the J–V curve of the PV mininmodules illustrates \( J_{\text{OP}} \) and the resulting SFE for the coupled PV–EC device. Confirming the design considerations for resistive losses, we estimate an SFE of 2.8% for a three-cell module and 10% for a four-cell module (Fig. 1C).

Fig. 1. (A) Schematic of the experimental setup and electrode geometry for the PV–EC device. (B) Block diagram for an electrochemical load driven by a PV device. The direct electrical connection in which the two half-reactions occur on surfaces equipotential with the terminals of a solar cell describes both wired and wireless water splitting and constrains the currents and voltages of the PV device and the EC system to be identical. (C) J–V curves for the individually measured PV and EC components making up the PV–EC device. The gray curves represent the J–V curve for the PV modules composed of either three (dashed) or four (solid) single junction c-Si solar cells measured under AM 1.5 illumination. The red dashed curve shows the ideal J–V curve obtained for NiB and NiMoZn catalysts based on previously reported Tafel analysis. The solid red curve shows the J–V curve of the NiB and NiMoZn electrodes measured in a two-electrode experiment (0.5 M KBr / 0.5 M K₂SO₄, pH 9.2). The point of intersection represents the \( J_{\text{OP}} \) and the SFE of the coupled system.

The simplest way to integrate the PV and EC components and verify the independently estimated SFE is to connect the PV module with the NiB anode and NiMoZn cathode. The photocurrent through the integrated device can be measured and should match the predicted \( J_{\text{OP}} \) obtained in Fig. 1C. The key criteria used to validate the SFE for a PV–EC device are the reporting protocols established by Chen et al. (54). These protocols include measurements using a two-electrode setup without the influence of an external potential bias, product quantification, and assessment of the long-term stability of the device under AM 1.5 illumination. In addition to product quantification, we wished to ensure that there was no parasitic current on \( J_{\text{OP}} \) due to product crossover reactions. Estimates of the maximum current for H₂ oxidation at the anode (SI Appendix) predict that a current density of 8.13 mA cm⁻² (10% SFE) would have a parasitic current of 0.15 mA cm⁻² (reducing 10.0% SFE to 9.8% SFE). However, the NiB is a specific OER catalyst. SI Appendix, Fig. S1 shows that the steady-state current density of the catalyst under Ar and H₂ is identical, indicating that this crossover reaction is negligible.

Fig. 24 shows the measured \( J_{\text{OP}} \) of the PV–EC device, which initially starts at 8.35 mA cm⁻² corresponding to an SFE of 10.2%. During the first few minutes of illumination \( J_{\text{OP}} \) decreases to a steady-state value of 7.8 mA cm⁻². The initial decline in \( J_{\text{OP}} \) is consistent with heating of the PV module under illumination causing a decrease in solar cell voltage, which shifts the maximum power point toward the origin. This is confirmed
by measuring the $V_{OC}$ of the minimodule as a function of time showing a $\sim 130$ mV decrease, which is consistent in a temperature change of $15^\circ C$ (SI Appendix, Fig. S2) (55). In line with PV module heating, turning the lamp off for 5 min and then turning it back on causes the SFE to recover to $10.2\%$ (Fig. 24). Additionally, the chopped illumination demonstrates good reproducibility in measuring $J_{OP}$.

The largest efficiency losses for the PV–EC device result from series resistance through the electrodes ($R_{EL}$) and solution resistance ($R_{SOL}$). The former is straightforward to address by using metal electrodes as substrates for the OER and HER catalysts making contact resistance and resistance through the electrodes negligible. Solution resistance in buffered electrolytes, as opposed to strong acids or bases, remains a challenge. The primary reason for a less than optimal $R_{SOL}$ is the limited solubility of the buffer (56). In the case of borate buffer, this is the solubility limit of boric acid, which is $\sim 1$ M corresponding to a specific conductance of 26 mS cm$^{-1}$. The specific conductivity can be improved by adding an inert salt as a supporting electrolyte (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). For example, when using KNO$_3$, the specific conductance of 0.5 M KB$_3$/1.5 M KNO$_3$ is 126 mS cm$^{-1}$.

The choice of supporting electrolyte is rather straightforward in typical electrochemical experiments where only one halfreaction at either the anode or cathode is of interest. When considering deleterious side reactions for both the anode and cathode, the supporting electrolyte must be inert over a wider potential range. Given our modular approach, the choice of supporting electrolyte was determined by measuring the Faradaic efficiency for each electrode/electrolyte configuration independently before being implemented into the PV–EC device. For example, when operating the NiMoZn cathode for HER at current densities of 10 mA cm$^{-2}$, GC analysis showed no hydrogen production, indicating that NO$_3^-$ is preferentially reduced as opposed to protons. Alternatively, using $K_2SO_4$ as a supporting electrolyte results in a Faradaic efficiency of 100% (Fig. 2C). However, $K_2SO_4$ is sparingly soluble at 0.5 M, once again limiting the specific conductivity of our electrolyte to 90 mS cm$^{-1}$ (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). By moving to a more conductive electrolyte, such as 1 M KOH (pH 14), an initial SFE greater than 12% can be obtained with a three-cell minimodule as opposed to a four-cell module (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). This also shows how minimizing $R_{SOL}$ shifts the EC curve closer to the ideal curve obtained based on the Tafel analysis of the catalysts used herein (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). However, we prefer to avoid the deleterious effect of concentrated base on PV materials by staying in neutral and near-neutral conditions. The purported challenges arising from $R_{SOL}$ in nonbasic conditions as derived from simple modeling (57) may be overcome by using clever flow-cell designs, which also introduce mechanisms of gas separation and collection, as well as optimized cell geometries (58, 59). We also note that to avoid gas mixing in this device, a membrane will be needed between oxygen evolution and hydrogen-evolution catalysts.

The operational stability of the coupled PV–EC system showed no decline in $J_{OP}$ for over a week of operation in 0.5 M KB$_3$ pH 9.2 solution. Interestingly, the SFE, inferred from the current, appears to slightly increase during the first 24 h of operation. We attribute this to a small recovery in cell voltage over the course of 24 h of illumination (blue line in SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Initially, the module absorbs heat from the solar simulator photon flux, causing the initial decrease in solar efficiency (60). Then, under constant illumination at higher temperatures, the observation of a gradual improvement in the current density over a timescale of tens of hours is consistent with the evolution of the “oxygen–boron defect,” a well-studied phenomenon in p-type Czochralski silicon (61). It is important to note that the observed fluctuations in $J_{OP}$ and SFE are direct manifestations of fluctuations in the PV-module output and are not related to the PV–EC coupling or EC reactions.

**Fig. 2.** (A) Current under chopped illumination representing $J_{OP}$ for the PV–EC device (0.5 M KB$_3$/0.5 M $K_2SO_4$, pH 9.2). The chopped illumination illustrates the recovery in SFE and illustrates the reproducibility in measuring $J_{OP}$. (B) $J_{OP}$ measured for over 7 d of operation showing no decrease in SFE over operation time. Spikes in $J_{OP}$ are due to addition of solution to maintain the solution level and pH. The orange dashed line is a smoothed curve of the data. (C) Gas quantification for the NiMoZn cathode and NiB, anode in 0.5 M KB$_3$/0.5 M $K_2SO_4$, pH 9.2 solution. The black lines represent 100% Faradaic efficiency based on the charge passed during electrolysis. The green circles represent the $H_2$ and $O_2$ measured by gas chromatography. Red arrows indicate when electrolysis was stopped. GC analysis was conducted until the moles of gas measured in the headspace reached a steady state. The lag period in gas generation is due to the buildup of gases in the head space of the EC cell.
Conclusion
We demonstrate that an SFE efficiency of 10% can be achieved using nonprecious materials and c-Si. This proof of concept capitalizes on the declining cost of high-quality PV devices and earth-abundant catalysts operating under near-neutral-pH conditions. This modular design of the PV and EC components allows for a wide variety of PVs materials, catalysts, and electrolytes to be implemented where no one component is constrained by the other. This methodology permits facile optimization and characterization. As PV–EC device subcomponents reach technological maturity, an increasing emphasis will be placed on system design and integration, which will allow for larger scalability, specifically future designs that incorporate mechanisms gas separation and collection as well, minimization of resistive losses through flow cells designs, and optimization of cell geometries.

Experimental

Materials and Methods. Nickel (III) chloride hexahydrate, boric acid, potassium hydroxide, potassium nitrate, and potassium sulfate were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. Steel foil and nickel mesh were purchased from Precision. Crystalline silicon miniatures were made from single-junction commercial cells fabricated from Czochralski silicon with stand-alone efficiencies of 18%. After laser cutting the commercial cells, connecting four in series, and encapsulating them with etylene vinyl acetate, the minimum efficiency was 16%. The equivalent mininodule for a three-cell series is 15.8%. Additional details concerning laser cutting and module encapsulation are provided in the SI Appendix.

Electrochemical experiments were performed using a CH-Instruments 760D potentiostat. For three-electrode measurements, potentials were measured against an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (BASi) and converted to normal hydrogen electrode by adding 0.197 V. For two electrode experiments, the working electrode lead of the potentiostat was connected to the anode and the reference and auxiliary leads of the potentiostat were connected to the cathode.

The NiMo cathode was electrodeposited in a two-compartment electrochemical cell with a glass frit junction. The working compartment was charged with 0.05 M NaCl, nitrite electrolyte flux, and 25 mL of a 1 M Na2SO4 solution. The working electrode was a steel substrate, and the Ni;Sb catalyst was deposited by applying a voltage of 0.95 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for 1 h. To improve anode activity the electrodes were then anodized at 0.9 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in 1 M KOH for 1 h (31).

The NiMo cathode was electrodeposited from a solution of nickel(II) chloride hexahydrate (9.51 g L−1), sodium molybdate dihydrate (4.84 g L−1), anhydrous zinc chloride (0.0409 g L−1), tetrabasic sodium pyrophosphate (34.57 g L−1), and sodium bicarbonate (74.77 g L−1). Hydrazine hydrate (1.21 mL L−1) was then added immediately before plating. NiMo cathode was plated onto a Ni mesh substrate that had been pretreated at −2 V vs. Ag/AgCl in 0.5 M H2SO4 for 3 min. The NiMoSn alloy was deposited at a voltage of −1.8 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for 30 min. The deposit was then dried overnight in 6 M KOH (49). The NiB, anode and NiMoZn cathode were connected in series with the c-Si mini-module. The light source was a Sol 2A solar simulator (Newport Corp.). The current through the PV–EC device was measured by using the potentiostat as an ammeter. The electrodes operated in a small beaker with ~60 mL of solution and ~1 cm distance between the anode and cathode. For all measurements no stirring was involved as it requires an additional energy input and would have to be factored into the SFE. In all cases, the area used to determine the current density was the active area of the c-Si mini-module. In addition, the geometric area of the anode and cathode was scaled to that of the mini-module. For long-term stability measurements, ~1 mL of solution was added per day to compensate for evaporation. Additionally, the pH of solution was measured periodically and showed no change.

The Faradic efficiency for each electrode was evaluated using gas chromatography. The experiment was performed galvanostatically using a three-electrode configuration in a custom built two-compartment-gas-tight electrochemical cell. The working electrode was either NiB, on a steel substrate for O2 quantification, or NiMoSn on a nickel mesh substrate for H2 quantification. The working electrode operated at a constant current density of 10 mA cm−2 for 2 h. During the course of the experiment, samples of evolved gas were removed from the headspace and injected into the GC. To ensure that the evolved gas reached a steady-state value in the headspace, GC measurements were recorded 2 min after cessation of evolution. Total gas converted into partial pressure of gas in the headspace using calibration curves defined from known mixtures of H2/N2 or O2/N2. The partial pressure of gas was converted to μmol, and corrected using Henry’s law to account for the gas dissolved in solution. The total charge passed during electrolysis was divided by nF (n corresponding to the number of electrons in each half reaction) to furnish the calculated gas yield. The total calculated and experimental gas yields were used to characterize the electrocatalyst.

The influence of H2 on the steady-state activity of the NiB, OER catalyst was evaluated galvanostatically in a three-electrode setup (0.5 M KBr/0.5 M K2SO4 pH 9.2). Steady-state current voltage was collected first by saturating the continuous bubbling of Ar throughout the working-electrode compartment, and then by repeating the measurement in H2 saturated solution with continuous bubbling during the course of the experiment.
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